All the gorgeous spectacles witnessed by Robert and Peggy during their stay in Chicago at the World's Fair, none perhaps appealed to their youthful love for color so much as their view of the Buckingham Memorial Fountain by night. Not only children, but grownups gaze in awe as this great fountain plays its mighty streams of water into the air under a myriad changing colored lights. The children were in Grant Park, just north of A Century of Progress Exposition, promptly at 9 o'clock in the evening, when the fountain turned into a magnificent cascade of all of the colors of the rainbow. Uncle Jack explained that the fountain contained 134 separate jets, and spat out 14,000 gallons of water into the air every minute during a major display pointing out the eight huge bronze sea horses around the margin of the "Great Pool.

"The real sea horses at the aquarium are tiny things," Peggy pointed out. "These bronze ones are big enough to ride."